Aw4 transmission controller

Its only year in the ZJ Grand Cherokee was , and only with the six-cylinder. The AW4 is a light to
medium-duty transmission. Ours, our callers', and customers' experiences with the AW4 are
less than stellar. They have a tendency to generate excessive amounts of heat, and are known
for unnecessarily consuming more engine power than some other automatics. The shift points
in the AW4 feel odd, and the spotty engagment of the lockup torque converter is idiosyncratic.
But it is a decent transmission, and if kept cool and maintained it can offer good service within
its range. The AW4 has a removable bellhousing with a port for the crank position sensor. The
case is smaller in diameter than most automatics, and features cast-in ribbing down the rear
half of the case. The earlier Jeep AW4 has a 21 spline output shaft for connecting to the transfer
case input shaft. With the release of the HO 4. The AW4 is an electronically controlled
transmission, and is therefore compatible only with the 4. GM We do not offer any conversion
from this transmission to V6 or V8 power. The customer's efforts and funds may best be spent
converting to a stronger transmission during the engine upgrade. This is not a difficult thing at
all and these details are discussed in the following articles:. Jeep Dana Model T90 to the
Emissions Fuel Economy Conversions, Rules vs. Welcome Guest: Login or Register. The AW4
and the 2. They recieved 4. The transmission case and internals were identical to the 4. Thanks
to J. Janisko for this information. NOTE: This design is postponed for massive redesign,
possibly in late , just a placeholder for now. Check out the JR for current shifting solutions! This
Plug-and-Play controller goes between the factory wiring harness and Transmission Computer
to give you Manual Control over the Transmission and shift any way you like! When the device
is in Auto mode your transmission will shift just as it normally would, allowing for a permanent
and painless install, while manual mode allows full control with a multitude of shifter types! The
provided breakout adapter allows you to wire up any kind of switch, button, joystick, or contact
you wish for your controlling needs. When Engine Braking is not available, the engine will free
spin like a bicycle if the transmission is spinning faster then it. This means you could shift into
1st on the highway and your engine would just sit at an idle, while revving it would never spin
fast enough to push the transmission, just as shifting a mountain bike to 1st would require
pedaling ridiculously fast to keep pushing the bike. The Throttle Valve Cable connected to the
Throttle Body controls shift pressure so the harder the pedal is pushed, the harder the
transmission is shifted. Making sure this is properly adjusted will provide a better shifting
experience. Your email address will not be published. Notify me of new posts by email. This site
uses Akismet to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. Description
Additional information Reviews 0 Description NOTE: This design is postponed for massive
redesign, possibly in late , just a placeholder for now. Reviews There are no reviews yet. Rated
5. Choose an option 96 Down 97 98 Up. January 26th, , Everything you ever wanted to know
about the AW4. The AW4 transmission was used in 4. It was also rarely used in 2. It has 3
regular forward gears and 1 overdrive gear, along with a torque converter containing a lockup
clutch. Gear selection is part hydraulic and part electronically controlled via solenoid valves.
Shift firmness is controlled by a throttle valve cable which meters fluid pressure into the valve
body based on throttle position. Gearshift positions - Park - this one's obvious. Reverse obvious. Neutral - also obvious Drive - in this gearshift position, 1, 2, 3, or Overdrive may be
electronically selected. See the table after this section for details. If the electronics are
disconnected, this will put the transmission in overdrive. If the electronics are disconnected,
this will put the transmission in 3rd. The transmission hydraulics enable engine braking in 1st
gear with the gearshift in this position. If the electronics are disconnected, this will put the
transmission in 1st. It should only be powered in 3rd or Overdrive gear. All solenoids should
show 11 to 15 ohms when the transmission has reached running temperature. Year splits, aka
"will this transmission fit my XJ? This is due to the difference in throttle bodies and linkages. It
was no longer available behind the 2. Otherwise, it remained exactly the same. A simple cut and
splice will solve this problem. The ISS and OSS for these years are the same part number; one
may be substituted for the other for spare parts purposes. The TCU can't tell, this can lead to
some common transmission shifting symptoms. There is now a circuit for each gear position ,
3, D on the switch and an extra wire for the new position. The major difference is the addition of
another year split - and earlier 2WD AW4s will have the old style slip yoke and output seal while
and later 2WD AW4s will have the new style slip yoke and output seal, as well as dust slinger.
The vehicle speed sensor is also located in the transmission tailhousing. A 2wd AW4 cannot be
converted to a 4WD unit without full disassembly as the output shaft is a different length, has 27
splines to match the slip yoke used on the rear output of 4WD XJ transfer cases rather than 21
or 23 splines, and includes the 13 tooth worm gear for the VSS or speedo takeoff which would
otherwise be in the tailcone of the transfer case. I will need to double check the parts catalogs
and ideally inspect a few more units in the junkyard, but they are very rare here. What does this
mean for swapping 4wd specific? If you have a XJ: AW4s are bolt-in. Remember that NP input

gear cuts changed in 94 or 95 and that the rear output of the transfer case changed from 95 to
96 when selecting a donor. All it takes is 5 butt-splice crimp terminals and a few minutes, so
don't worry about it, if you can handle wiring some fog lights you can handle this. You may
need to run a new set of wires for your transfer case indicator lamp connector if you have an NP
I haven't had a chance to verify this, will check next time a friend of mine drops by with his
RENIX. All the transfer case input gear info from You can either build the circuit given here by
lawsoncl or swap the transmission tailhousing, sensor drive rotor, and output speed sensor as
shown here by Frank Z to make this work. If you have a Remember that the NP input gear cuts
changed in 94 or 95 and that the rear output of the transfer case changed from 95 to 96 when
selecting a donor. I would NOT suggest this swap unless in dire straits need to get off the trail,
need to get to work tomorrow or be fired, etc as you are limiting yourself to a rapidly
disappearing selection of 21 spline spare parts in the boneyards. Again, 5 butt-splice crimp
terminals and a few minutes and this is done. You may need to add custom wiring for the
transfer case indicator lamps see this bullet under the section, above. You may need to add
custom wiring for the transfer case indicator lamps see above. If you have a XJ: AW4s are
bolt-in You also have to cut and splice the wiring harness connector. You will have an EXTRA
connector for the transfer case indicator lamp wiring possibly depending on which transfer
case you have - plug the transfer case switch into the one it was previously plugged into, NOT
the one built into the harness on the new AW4! You might want to cut the extra one off or tape it
up to avoid confusion. If you have a XJ: AW4s are not going to work without significant machine
work. Reason is that your TCU is expecting an input speed sensor signal, but the mounting
boss for the ISS is not machined out on the donor transmission housing and the rotor needed is
not installed in the geartrain. You will be fully disassembling the donor transmission, doing
specialized machining on the housing, swapping some parts from your old transmission, and
basically doing a massive amount of work to swap in a non-ideal part. I would not suggest this
swap unless you are really, really screwed and don't care that your CEL will be going off and
you will have to leave the transmission unplugged from the wiring harness and shift it manually,
with no second gear available. This swap is also fine if you are going to be building a trail only
rig, don't care about your CEL going off all the time, and will be installing a custom shifter
setup. This is great news, any AW4 2wd vs 4wd, 2. Awaiting further testing from the field to
make sure the code stays gone! Unless you have the parts around to try this and don't mind
possibly having to take your transmission apart a few times and drop the transfer case just as
many times, I recommend sticking with a AW4 for these recipient vehicles. Clear as mud?
Should cross reference to whatever others are available at other stores. Cooler lines: 2x quick
disconnect fittings, 1x line, 1x line, 1x line all Dorman parts. Avoid them, or inspect carefully
before purchase. Custom shifters - On and earlier XJs, you can install whatever custom
electronic shifter you want with no fear of a CEL. On XJs, it appears you can fake the CEL into
not turning on using some basic electronics, and then install whatever custom electronic shifter
you want. I have tested this but not extensively; it appears to work but you should verify this
yourself before committing to this plan. I haven't figured this out yet. Search for posts on the
subject by users raneil, rdesjardin, myself, lawsoncl, etc for more info on what's involved in
fooling the electronics. I won't cover debugging AW4 problems in this post It likely has 4. My
PM inbox is often quite full and I am not on here as much as I used to be. Most questions I get
are stuff that's already answered in this post - read it carefully, sleep on it, and check again and
it may suddenly become clearer what I was trying to say. Not even after you switch from threats
to begging and back 3 or 4 times. I shouldn't have to even state this, but apparently it wasn't
clear enough. Christ on a cracker. Please do not PM me about the AW4 info thread unless you
have a truly unique question that is not covered by it or info to add. I do not respond to
questions answered by the thread. Definitely do not hunt down my phone number at 3AM, text
me about it, and then threaten violence when I am not helpful. It will not get you what you want.
CTeunuch: Sometimes I really wonder if this sport makes you insane, or it just attracts the
mentally unstable. Last edited by kastein; March 19th, at Reason: Updated links to lawsoncl's
OSS converter circuit. Find all posts by kastein. Glenn B. Re: Everything you ever wanted to
know about the AW4. Originally Posted by Glenn B. Great write up! Adding this to the saved XJ
links bookmark. Originally Posted by kastein. Don't even go there The red kind. Proudly Made in
the U S A. Find all posts by WebDog. I am hoping. January 27th, , Originally Posted by lawsoncl.
Nice compilation! I wish I had your amount of spare time. The later ones have an extra input line
for 3. In theory you could use the later version if you cut and splice just the wires you need. Not
relevant for NSS swapping, but the later TCUs also seem to have an input for the reverse lights
that the earlier setup didn't have. O-Gauge Steamer. Didn't the 93 ZJ also come with the AW4? If
so, another part source, minus bell housing and TC Originally Posted by o-gauge-steamer. Last
edited by kastein; January 27th, at Some early ones did. This is a very rare combination and not

commonly found around here they all rotted out long ago and were rare when new, most 2.
Same rarity and lack of verification. Awesome write up Kastein. If only there was one for the NV
around here Northwest Mass. All times are GMT The time now is User Name. Remember Me?
Mark Forums Read. Member FAQ. Sponsor Info. Page 1 of Thread Tools. Glenn B Admin and
Member Re: Everything you ever wanted to know about the AW4 Thumbs up! Find all posts by
Glenn B. Re: Everything you ever wanted to know about the AW4 Great writeup. This site is the
best. Find all posts by commsys. Re: Everything you ever wanted to know about the AW4 Great
write up! Find all posts by Jeepguy Re: Everything you ever wanted to know about the AW4
Nicely done! Find all posts by Skits. Originally Posted by kastein oh no. Re: Everything you ever
wanted to know about the AW4 outstanding writeup Find all posts by seigeXJ Find all posts by
lawsoncl. Find all posts by O-Gauge Steamer. Re: Everything you ever wanted to know about
the AW4 This needs to be a sticky! Find all posts by FlexdXJ. Find all posts by Gaidge. Posting
Rules. Similar Threads. October 21st, Wanted: XJ. October 5th, September 23rd, July 14th, They
ship with a full set of plug and play cables. We proudly stand behind every transmission
controller we sell. So you get an expertly engineered product plus a team that is with you all the
way. Lukasz M. Gearstar Performance Transmissions, Inc. Akron, OH Transmission Controllers,
Parts and Accessories. Avoid the pitfall of budget priced controllers requiring you to "cut and
solder" to get your harness installed. At HGM we custom engineer plug and play harnesses for
every transmission. So whether you need a 4L80E controller , 4L60E controller or any other
transmission controller you'll know connecting your harness will be hassle free. Plus, we make
sure that every part of the wiring harness is labeled so you don't need to dig into manuals
asking questions like "what does this color wire do? To make the task of setting up your
transmission easy we provide factory pre-set settings for each transmission. This allows your
transmission to run with carefully selected settings to optimize its shifts. However, you can
personalize your shift points and fine tune your transmission settings by making adjustments
from those factory pre-sets. We make choosing your kit as easy as Did you know that the 4L60E
transmission controller kit varies depending on the number of pins your 4L60E main plug has
13, 15 or 17? Did you know the 4L80E transmission has an early and late version? These
differences are important as cables and connectors need to be right for your exact
transmission. Our customers have their say This has been a very commercially successful and
a versatile tool that has enabled to offer electronic automatic conversion kits to the manual
Land Rover Defender. It has been a pleasure to work with the product support guys to develop
and improve their transmission controller product line. They are extremely knowledgeable
about their automatic transmission controller products and go out of their way to provide
fantastic customer care! It's always a pleasure to use a HGM product on one of our builds
because we know that they stand behind their products and go that extra mile to ensure that
that everything is perfect! We have been using Compushift since and a
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lways recommend it. We have tried other transmission controllers, but Compushift has proven
to be the most durable and versatile system on the market. HGM are knowledgeable on
transmissions and electronics, plus they are passionate about their product. The ease of use
and fantastic tech support make dealing with HGM so easy. Nothing is too difficult. Mike and
Guy are always eager to help with new ideas and concepts to bring dreams into reality. Would
not consider any other transmission controller which is why I used one in my own vehicle. I
highly recommend HGM, excellent company to deal with, the guys are experts in their field.
They are the easiest to set up, most user friendly and trouble free controller, bar none. Along
with a dependable product we have always been able to count on HGM for the best tech support
and service. Having HGM as a supplier is like having them as part of your team, I would never
consider another transmission controller system, nothing else even comes close.

